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SEND ANY ARTICLES, REPORTS, PICTURES &
ADVERTISEMENTS TO JERRY DRISCOLL AT:

1 Springfields • Lower Moors Road
Colden Common • Winchester • SO21 1SH

Tel/Fax: 01962 711698
E-Mail: contendering@driscoll.globalnet.co.uk

Text on disk is greatly preferred, I recommend saving as a text file
(unformatted), although I can import most word processor formats.

If you want pictures back, please put a label on the back: write in felt
tip.  Ballpoint impressions can show through when they’re scanned.

Dear Jerry,

I would like to congratulate you on a perceptive,
comprehensive, interesting and important review of
the class in the latest newsletter. [How could I not print
this one! - Ed]  Spot on - and I agree with the need to
promote and advertise the class.  However, I believe
small adverts in Y&Y are effective, just two or three
column inches with a good graphic and contact points
work well.  No need for half pages and their cost.

I do think, despite denial, the class has been
significantly affected by the RS600 - an awful lot of
young guys fancy their chances on the boat and the
RS organisation and regattas are seductive.  But then
an awful lot of RS600s end up sold after one or two
years because they are too much of a handful for their
owners.

You might try editing your piece as an article for Y&Y.

All the best

Dick Smith

I read your piece in Contending with interest and a
sense of deja vu. Between 1962 and 1965ish I was
Publicity Officer for the 5o5s.  We were very fortunate
that the “founding father” of British 5o5s also owned
Yachts and Yachting, and funded our regular half page
with the fixtures that we put out.  It was very difficult
to see just who this was aimed at, as the ad reprint
went to all members.  There seemed no obvious
correlation between the ad and the number of requests
for information, which “spurted” after the boat show,
when we normally manned a 5o5 on a manufactures
stand, and after what was then called the dinghy
exhibition, (now the alleypalley show).

As a recent returnee to the Contender fleet, I got my
info from the net,  but it could also be found pretty
easily via the RYA or Y&Y.  For my money, I’d stick
with the little box ad in the back of Y&Y.  The big
problem is reminding the boating public that the class
exists, and has the advantages it does.  I think you
could save a lot of money by persuading Y&Y to do a
feature / boat test on the Contender.  You will have to
persevere, and make it very easy, like transporting a
couple of boats to where ever they want to sail, but
they are traditionally short of guff over the winter, and,
in my experience, eager to discuss features.  They
could respond well to a slight inference that they
overdo the new manufacturers classes, at the expense
of every one else. Photos are always good.

And...
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Its always rather satisfying to
discover that someone
actual ly reads this
magazine.  My article in the
July issue on promoting the
class has certainly achieved
its objective of provoking
some thought and
discussion of the issue, for
as well as the two e-mails

printed above, I received several phone calls from
members who wanted to express their own views, all
of which tended to reflect those expressed above.

This response was not entirely unexpected following
the nationals at Looe, where the matter was discussed
at some length following the AGM.

To offer a very highly précised version of the debate,
the members present were pretty unanimous in their
views that:

• No, there was nothing fundamentally wrong with
the boat;

• Yes, the class suffered from something of an image
problem;

• Yes, the class should use some of its reserves on
promotion;

Now to the open meeting problem.  I agree with your
analysis, although my experience was in the Laser
5K, where there seemed no “ordinary” crews, only
super heroes, which is very depressing.  My only
suggestion is again from 5o5 history.  Several of what
became regular full blown open meetings started by
invitation from one or two members of one club to
members of another, to partake of class racing.  What
became Harold’s Helmet at Hastings started when
Derek Farrant invited the Medway 5oh fleet to sail on
the sea before the nationals.

This means no extra officer of the day, no extra rescue
boats, no prizes, nothing special, no cost, but a few
more pints sold.  You can even have extra races, as
we did at Leigh and Lowton when we had International
Canoes, by choosing one of your number to be
pathfinder for an informal gate start.

I have informally explored this idea with Queen Mary,
where I am one of three Contenders.  Generally it was
well received by the Commodore, who is sold on the
“opportunity purchase” theory and reckons that we are
already covering our running costs, so anything which
bolsters income, or improves members enjoyment, is
“bonus”.  However as I return to trying to sail the 5K
for the autumn, and my son will only irregularly
“contend”, I am not really your man to try it out.  Of
course someone may buy my 5K, but pigs might fly
also.

However, it might be worth a try in the greater London
area, where there seem to be a number of non-Datchet
and King George sailors.

Feel free to publish, if you want.

Regards

Peter Halliwell   K475

EDITOR’S BIT

• No, the class should not “waste” money on glossy
advertising.

The types of promotion favoured were:
An increase in expenditure on the Sailboat exhibition
to provide a more “professional” look through: more
space in a better position (if possible), improved
graphics, appropriate supporting literature etc.

To follow the show up: a series of test sails at “Try the
boat” demo days (The Contender Challenge!) and
training days.

More PR type activities to try and improve positive
coverage in the dinghy press, particularly Yachts &
Yachting.

More shared open meetings, and maybe even a shared
Nationals.

These were considered to be far more cost effective
means of promotion than direct advertising.  However,
there is a cost to this approach.  Not in cash terms, but
in manpower.  For these types of promotion to succeed
we will need many helping hands.  But as we were all
so keen on taking this route, I am sure we will not have
any difficulty in raising enough volunteers when the
time comes, will we…

Jerry Driscoll • GBR 583

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Another year of
Contendering comes to a
close, as it happens my 16th,
although I did have a years
break during that time.  So, I
ask, what is it that causes so
many people, and there are
a few, to stick around for so
long.  Well, I believe it’s a
combination of many things.
One is obviously the boat

itself, which despite the onrush of new classes, remains
an exciting and challenging sail.  Once a level of
confidence and technique has been achieved you can
launch and have a blast in weather that has other classes
skulking ashore, with the full confidence that the boat,
at least, will be up to it if averagely maintained!  Basically
there is nothing wrong with the boat.  In common with
other single-handers you can go sailing when you like
and, just as importantly, not go when you like.  Then
there is a comprehensive open meeting, Nationals,
Europeans and Worlds circuit; some of the venues are
really quite nice.  But most of all there are the people
that sail the boat.  I believe that this is what has kept
me in the class for so long more than anything else.
Enough said.  Go out and tell all your mates that they’re
really missing out if they haven’t got a Contender!!

Looking back briefly on the year.  We had Caribbean
conditions at Looe for the nationals.  It couldn’t have
been any better for families, and we had at least a
couple of cracking days sailing into the bargain.  The
Worlds in Kiel was billed as likely to be cold, wet and
windy.  Well it was never cold - I spent most of my time
in my shorts, disconcerting for some.  Wet, not much,
but it was torrential back home that week. The practice
race and first day were windy and then it was often
bent knees stuff.  So as usual don’t believe the
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weatherman or the pessimists.  A good week in all and
there was some great beer drunk as well, no surprise
that one!

An interesting point for next year is that the ISF is
planning to run a selection trials for a new high
performance Olympic single-hander. The event is to be
held in Brittany during the summer.  It is believed that
they are looking for a brand new design to be
developed with a long list of criteria to achieve.  As the
winner of the last trials 30 years ago we need to have a
representative there for the publicity at least, although
the entry fee is extortionate.  The chances of any “old”
class being chosen are very remote and the feeling at
the class World AGM was that we don’t want to become
Olympic as this tends to be the end of a class for hobby
sailors, like most of us. I’ll watch with interest.

Next year the Nationals are over four days at North
Berwick, just east of Edinburgh, over the second May
Bank Holiday.  It’s a nice friendly little club and town
with plenty to see in the surrounding area, and
according to Jason Beebe one of the finest Northern
Hemisphere places he’s sailed.  So there it is, I had a
good time there once myself.

For the future, I will be contacting various clubs,
(Penzance, Mounts Bay, Tenby, Mumbles & Lyme Regis
for starters) as recommended at the AGM, so that we
have a good chance of getting into some these venues
for nationals in the future.  If anyone has any ideas, of
any sort, then pass them on to the committee.  Northern
and Scottish recommendations in particular.

That’s enough waffle from me, see you soon and
remember that the health of the class depends on active
club sai l ing and encouraging onto the water
those Contender owners that don’t do the opens and
perhaps haven’t attained the confidence necessary to
enjoy sailing the boat fully.  They need your help and
tips. They might also want to join the association but
were too shy to ask.

So until next time, keep it upright and mine’s a Ruddles.

Stuart Jones • GBR 634

SECRETARY’S SCRIBBLE

FAT BOY SLIMMER
ON THE DECKS
Jerry has been asking me to
write this article for weeks.
The patience and effort he
has put in to keep churning
out good quality magazines
despite Stuart and my
incompetence and neglect is
admiral…sorry admirable! I

am sure the magazine is one of the reasons the class
still remains strong.

This year we have become increasingly concerned
about the state of the class.  It was discussed at the
AGM in Looe and then again at the ICA AGM in Germany
at the Worlds.  The class at an international level has a
reasonable level of cash and it has been agreed that
national associations can apply for funds to help
advertise and build fleets at a national level.  We intend
to do this.

Then, confounding all predictions, the attendance at
the Inland Nationals at Rutland was incredible 48 boats!
That is one more than the attendance at the full
Nationals in Looe!!  But WHY?  I personally noticed a lot
of new, keen faces.  Many of them were doing very
well indeed.  The national membership has fallen a bit
from 190 to 170 in three years but this isn’t a drastic
reduction.  Yet, the open circuit has seen attendance
drop from a guaranteed 30 boats to 15 to 20.  I have
been optimistically telling all the old stagers that “I’ve
had a lot of enquiries from new people” but then not
many of you new guys have come to the open circuit.
Some say,  “I’m not good enough”.  This is a Catch 22-
type scenario in that if no new people come to the
open circuit then the few that do will always feel
exposed.  Jerry put forward the theory that new people
will struggle as the regulars have been sailing for years.
However, length of service is not the deciding factor in
success, as I know only too well!  I have now been in a
Contender for 11 years and still flounder around like a
true novice on a regular basis.  The visits to Opens are
about many things other than the results… the learning
that goes on is just as important… and not all of it takes
place in the bar, we do occasionally learn on the water
too.  So, I have been really motivated by the turnout at
Rutland, thank you to everyone who turned up.  I know
Tim Holden is already working hard for a good circuit
next year; if you are not normally a regular, come on,
try a couple.  Stuart, Graham, Chris, Nigel and co. have
always been happy to “buddy up” between races or
give a bit of quiet advice in the bar, which in the early
days of Contendering all helps.

Another proposal we made at the worlds was to try to
support and develop the small but keen fleet in France.
A couple of years ago Henri Chamineau organised an
excellent open in St Malo and he is still very keen.  At
the ICA AGM we discussed the Worlds venues for the
next few years.  Every year the Worlds are out of Europe
we hold a European championships as well.  The Swiss
were keen to hold it in 2002.  We (the “Brits” or was it
me?) proposed that we look for a French venue in 2001,
which received good backing from all the countries.
Because the worlds are in Canada at the end of August
in 2001, the Europeans would have to be in late May
or very early June.  Thanks to Henri Chamineau we
have a venue for the week following the last Bank
Holiday in May 2001 (usually an English school half
term).  The venue is at Loctudy south of Quimper in
Brittany.  Henri is now looking to sell his Rondar and
get a newer one, obviously this will be more difficult
for him as the boat is in St Malo.  If anyone has any
bright ideas how we can help him…..?  The other aspect
we will now need to develop for this championship is
how we can make boats available to any other French
who might like to sail the event.

Look forward to seeing you all on the circuit next year,
the Nationals in Scotland (no bagpipes please!), the
Worlds in Holland down by the “herber” in Medemblik.

Colin is snug in the shed for the winter and unlikely to
be tempted out in the cold, even with the hollow
promises from Oxford of “nymphets on the beach”.
Sorry Chris!

Dave not-so-fatty Davies • GBR 616
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Advertisement

LOOE AIRLIFT...
The Contender class managed to keep the tourists entertained
during the Nationals at Looe.  As strong easterlies dumped huge
rollers onto Looe’s east facing beach, the fleet had spent two
days demonstrating their amazing rudderless surf landing
techniques (some more successful than others, to the great
entertainment of the gathered holidaymakers); but the grand finale
was the airlifting of competitor Bill Hooton to Hospital from the
beach on the Thursday.
Bill managed to injure his back not sailing, but in the far more
dangerous activity of playing on the beach.  He had laid himself
out on the sand to wait for the pain to subside, but when he tried
to move again was unable to do so, being overcome with extreme
pain.  Fortunately our International Chairman, Dr Chris Mitchell,
arrived just at that moment, made a brief examination and
suggested an immediate call for an ambulance.
The crowds started to gather as the ambulance arrived; the
paramedics examined the patient and decided the best way to
get him to hospital was by air, and the Cornwall Air Ambulance
was summoned.
With surprisingly little difficulty, an area of beach was cleared for
the helicopter to land, whilst the paramedics administered
intravenous painkillers to Bill.  The crowds got even bigger upon
the arrival of the helicopter, and they watched closely as he was
transferred  to the aircraft, only to be covered in a huge cloud of
sand and dust kicked up by the rotors as he was whisked away to
hospital in Plymouth.
And they say sailing isn’t a spectator sport!
He was later diagnosed as having torn a muscle in his back, but
recovered in time to be back on the water at Bridlington.
PS - Thanks Bill for the nice letter in Yachts & Yachting telling the
world what a jolly nice bunch we all are.  A few people out there
might have believed it too...

http://www.rondarboats.com
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BONEZZI BAGS THIRD WIN AT KIEL - Graham Scott Reports

Just under 80 Contender sailors from 8 nations descended on the Olympic Sailing Centre at Kiel, North
Germany on the 18th of September for the 1999 World Championships.  The Baltic has a reputation for strong
winds this late in the season and the competitors from Australia, USA, Italy, Denmark, Switzerland, Holland,
Germany and Britain were greeted on arrival by a blustery south easterly and big waves.

Present to defend his title was last years champion Stuart Jones and previous winners Andrea Bonezzi, Graham
Scott and Ian Renilson along with an on-form John Browett.

The practice race was abandoned due to a moving mark but luckily the wind lasted until the first race day.
The format to be used was 9 races over 5 days with 2 discards, which came as a relief to the several sailors
who suffered gear failure during the first race.  Browett and Scott got their series off to a promising start with
1,2 and 2,3 respectively.  They were almost the only ones not to capsize at all in the steep but superb waves.
Tim Holden also had an excellent day with a 3rd and 4th.  Italian Andrea Bonezzi snatched the second race
from Browett but the Australians had a bad day considering the conditions.

Forecasts of even more wind proved wildly inaccurate as Tuesday dawned to a fairly light southerly wind.
Although Nigel Walbank had a great first beat, Browett continued his fine form by winning race 3, while Scott
kept the pressure on by recovering from a poor start to pip Bonezzi and Renilson in Sunrise Engineering for
2nd.

In a falling breeze the fourth heat was started unusually with a first time black flag which went unnoticed by
several competitors.  This was to prove a key moment, and at the end of the first beat Scott and Browett were
slightly surprised to be called out of the leading pack and sent home.  Sandy Clapham (International Timber)
led round the first mark but in the end Bonezzi had an easy win from German champion Frank Suchanek and
a consistent Renilson.  Jones had a distressing day finishing well outside the top ten in both races, as did
leading local Jan von der Bank.  Relative newcomer, Italian Giovanni Bonzio made the most of the
Mediterranean-like weather and started a run of five top ten results.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

AND MORE FROM LOOE...
A championship is not just “made” by the sailing (although this
does have a considerable impact!) but the social events off the
water are equally important.  Maybe it was because we were
particularly blessed by the weather in Cornwall that week, which
kept families happy and stress free on the beach, or maybe it
was due to the superb welcome we received from Looe Sailing
Club, but this was one of the most enjoyable championships
we have had for a long time.
It says something for the catering at the club that for both the
Commodore’s reception and the championship buffet there was
far more food than we could possibly eat - despite Lizzie and
Jerry’s prawn eating contest (a draw, with an entire dish still to
go...).  The barbecue in the snooker room was an unusual touch,
even if it did make the bar a tad smoky.
The social highlight of the week was the reintroduction of the
Games Night, instigated by Paul Walker with a little bit of help
from his friends.  This provided a further opportunity for the
Contender fleet to amuse (bemuse?) the tourists, with the
spectacle of a bunch of men (and women), surely old enough
to know better, trying to catch eggs and condoms full of water
hurled through the dusk, and racing launching trolleys around
cones on the beach.  Paul and his team from Highcliffe
demonstrated the highest tradition of English sport: invent all
the games, invite everyone to have a go, and get beaten by
them all.  The northerners were the eventual winners, just
pipping the Datchet team in the final “Fun Pucking” round in
the bar.  It was good to see the ladies shore team join in the
chariot racing - I think even they beat Highcliffe despite
dismounting their driver en-route, and it was also good to see

the host club joining in the fun with a late entry in the final
round.  Never mind Sandy, maybe next time they’ll you join
their team...
All in all an excellent week.  Hopefully see you all at North
Berwick next year!

The Datchet chariot team - the two thoroughbreds in front too fast for
the rest
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Wednesday contained a packed social programme so only one race was scheduled.  This was fortunate as the
light southerly was even more fickle and was the downfall of many, including Scott, who used his second
discard. However Renilson and Browett rose to the Italian challenge and sailed a great race to take the top
two spots, while Bonezzi scored his equal worst race of the week in 6th.  Jones finally creaked into life and
took a 4th.

The perfect antidote to a stressful race was then provided by a match racing competition held close to the
harbour entrance in 2.4m mini keelboats.  Each country nominated a competitor to take part in the knockout
with the winner gaining the dubious privilege of meeting the paralympic World match racing champion in
the final.  With free beer on tap the crowd were soon offering plenty of vocal support.  Britain’s Stuart ‘which
pedal do I press?’ Jones put up a valiant fight but was soon eliminated by Switzerland’s Steffan Rating who
had obviously quite unfairly done this before.  Dane Claus Staffe took the prize for the most aggressive sailor,
and would have beaten Bonezzi if it were not for a late kamikaze luffing move.  Ominously the Italian won
through to the final where he was soundly beaten.

Thursday brought more light breezes for races 6 and 7.  Bonezzi moved up a gear and won the first from
Scott, but Browett had a disaster to be consigned to the discard bin.  The second race of the day started in a
building wind as Jones finally took a winning gun.  Scott’s challenge finally stuttered with a silly capsize.
Browett did enough to ensure he was the only one in a position to beat the Italian on the last day.

These final races were held in an offshore force 4 which produced some interesting windshifts.  Bonezzi
shadowed Browett, and when the gun went the Englishman was caught by the Z flag penalty rule; doubly
unfortunate as this was to drop him from second to fifth overall.  Bonezzi tacked off to clear his air and led
round the course to take his third World championship in style.

The last race simply sorted out the losers positions and Jones made no mistakes showing his 1998 speed at
last.  Renilson consolidated a consistent week to take 3rd overall.

The German organisation was excellent as expected and the International Contender fleet showed once
again its strength as a competitive and fun class.

Special thanks to RB Sport and Travel for organising ferry arrangements through DFDS Scandinavian Seaways
and Sea France.

soP soP soP soP soP oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN bulC bulC bulC bulC bulC 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR laniF laniF laniF laniF laniF
erocS erocS erocS erocS erocS

1 11ATI 9691izzenoBaerdnA MCS 6 1 3 1 6 1 2 1 2 11

2 436RBG 8591senoJtrautS CSWD 7 5 82 31 4 01 1 2 1 03

3 156RBG 9591noslineRnaI CSBD 4 7 4 3 1 7 7 5 8 13

4 456RBG 6591ttocSmaharG CSW 2 3 2 DFB 53 2 01 41 3 63

5 926RBG 3691tteworBnhoJ CSWD 1 2 1 DFB 2 52 8 *6 6 2.14

6 172ATI 5791oiznoBinnavoiG DVF 02 23 7 5 3 6 4 31 71 55

7 144REG 7691knaBrednovnaJ KCSW 5 6 31 61 52 22 3 8 11 26

8 774REG 3691rell¸MgroJ WCSW 41 9 5 43 8 8 9 01 41 36

9 33NED 9591effatSsualC 21 8 9 72 01 9 5 51 01 36

01 223REG 1691kenahcuSknarF eUBKS 32 72 02 2 5 4 11 71 22 18

11 626RBG 8591nedloHmiT CSXH 3 4 42 92 12 82 91 9 7 78

21 825RBG 3591knablaWlegiN CSTL 01 11 6 22 81 12 81 7 91 98

31 472SUA tterBruhtrA CYB 33 62 23 4 02 61 31 3 9 19

41 174REG 5691tdnarBnaitsirhC CSH 73 81 91 21 13 3 02 11 61 99

51 224REG 4691egnaLsaihttaM CS 51 FND 51 12 41 DFB 51 91 5 401

61 664REG 9791ekciWleirbaG CYH FND CND 13 11 72 71 21 4 4 601

71 334REG 3691tdnarBrevilO CSH 42 53 8 9 22 51 22 53 31 311

81 304REG 9691dnarbelliHgroeG WCSW 11 31 21 7 82 23 72 FND CND 031

91 23NED 2791redorhcSsraL SH 04 04 41 32 DFB 02 6 81 21 331

02 914REG 3591thcerppraHmihcaoJ SVST 22 91 71 03 32 31 33 03 81 241

12 262SUA lliHmiT CYB 71 01 12 13 31 42 53 CND CND 151

22 616RBG 3691seivaDdivaD AYR 8 21 83 34 91 24 61 12 DFB 651

32 772SUA spillihPkraM CSW 9 41 81 14 93 72 82 34 32 951

42 873REG 6691nnameihcSdnaloR CYL 72 12 62 64 DFB 5 42 13 62 061

OVERALL RESULTS

Continued on next page
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52 444REG 0691relbuKsamohT LCJ 91 FND 33 6 71 74 62 82 23 161

62 613REG 2691kcratSleahciM VSL 31 61 63 54 43 33 63 02 51 761

72 234REG 0791htooBrevilO TSVS 53 42 24 01 62 04 32 72 03 571

82 226RBG 7591renttuBdrahciR CYPCR FND CND 03 41 23 63 73 61 02 581

92 536RBG 7591mahneDekiM CYSA 81 22 93 63 42 13 13 32 94 581

03 426RBG 5591hcodruMtrawetS CYTR 03 92 61 FND 51 21 15 93 64 781

13 666RBG nettaBdrahciR M&H 44 32 75 23 83 32 12 21 93 881

23 836RBG 1691nwodgnaLyraG CSH 64 CND 01 FND 9 41 54 42 24 091

33 256RBG 6591mahpalCydnaS CSG SND CND 72 62 21 11 93 54 43 491

43 712DEN 1791nenjieHeneR VSW 43 82 34 51 03 91 34 14 82 591

53 412DEN 4591retlaWpaaJ HG 14 24 14 82 61 81 92 43 13 791

63 312DEN dlevennoZnaJtreboR 94 CND 52 04 7 92 14 33 42 991

73 572SUA seirFnehpetS CYRB 12 03 73 44 92 62 04 22 CND 502

83 474REG 4691hcsubkceiKderfnaM CSA 13 52 04 8 33 73 55 83 34 212

93 356RBG 3591llehctiMsiruC CSO 82 33 54 95 84 65 41 92 52 222

04 983REG 7791skoVkirdneH CSR 23 71 84 81 CND 44 23 35 QSD 442

14 136RBG 0691nonniKcaMnivaG CSBD 35 63 92 02 63 84 05 63 14 642

24 383REG ebueLgninneH LCY 52 13 65 83 24 55 64 24 72 152

34 766RBG 0691reklaWluaP CSH 93 02 76 15 25 14 83 23 33 452

44 964REG 7691ovInetsraC hRVSW 83 CND 15 25 55 03 71 73 04 562

54 24NED 6691nesdaMnaitsirhC SH 54 44 53 94 04 43 03 84 73 562

64 074REG 1691llenabrabAsaiboT CSH 24 34 85 53 73 83 43 15 63 562

74 654REG 2791ekraJnetsraK TSVS 61 CND 05 06 CND 75 52 52 83 172

84 793REG 7591uaklettaSnitraM.rD GST 34 43 26 91 35 06 35 94 92 082

94 424REG 6791esaaHnaJ KVS 92 73 44 05 54 93 65 44 15 982

05 82NED 2591draglaDrepsE 84 FND 11 65 94 94 44 75 53 292

15 87IUS gnitaRneffetS MVS FND CND 32 74 11 54 FND *64 84 2.213

25 122DEN 9691niurBeDnejrA FND CND 22 35 44 05 94 DFB 12 613

35 864REG 1591suileDthcerblA CSH 63 93 46 CND 64 95 25 04 44 613

45 674RBG 8391reituaGdivaD CSWD 62 51 06 85 45 76 46 45 05 713

55 014REG 7691elegnetSregloH UCS 15 FND 43 71 95 35 75 25 CND 323

65 804REG 4791ekenneHleinaD GCSW 05 CND 25 52 34 34 84 36 CND 423

75 164REG kennohcseJfloW FVS 74 83 35 26 05 64 74 85 54 623

85 453REG regluSderflA DVS FND CND 16 42 74 15 45 05 25 933

95 884REG 5791kcnuMnaitsabeS WCSW FND FND 45 75 75 16 24 62 74 443

06 564REG 3891reiemoHhpotsirhC RGS 25 64 56 33 15 66 95 06 45 453

16 844REG 3791snerhAnaitsirhC VSB 45 54 74 24 65 46 FND 95 65 953

26 724REG 5791ledieSnnA BPVS FND CND 94 73 16 53 85 56 75 263

36 191ASU 7391yellooWliG CYCS 65 74 55 93 QSD DFB 36 55 85 373

46 844RBG 8791llessuMnomiS CSH CND 14 64 36 26 45 CND 74 FND 093

56 362REG 8791ponKnaitsirhC AKC 55 84 17 55 56 26 56 76 35 304

66 22NED 4791regniztiLsualC SND CND 36 84 14 25 16 46 CND 604

76 333REG 4691renr-BnetsraC WCSW 75 CND SND CND 66 56 26 26 55 444

86 714REG 3691ledneBsamohT CSWE FND CND 07 66 36 86 06 16 06 844

96 634REG 8791fohnetlaHtgneB KVS SND CND 95 16 46 CND CND 65 16 554

07 08IUS 3691hcsuBgroeG eWCS FND CND 86 56 86 36 66 66 95 554

17 354REG 1891tgioVnimajneB CSH SND CND 96 46 85 85 86 86 FND 264

27 004REG 0691kcanreoZreteP CSH SND CND 66 45 06 CND CND CND CND 884

37 244REG 8491aknilGreniaR VSS FND CND 27 FND 76 96 76 FND 26 194

47 264REG 9691suarKnetsraK SVST SND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND 935

47 1772ATI 3691atneloPacuL BVA CND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND 935

47 604REG 9691erhuBnetsraC CYL CND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND CND 935

soP soP soP soP soP oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS oNliaS htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN htriBforaeY&emaN bulC bulC bulC bulC bulC 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 1ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 2ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 3ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 4ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 5ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 6ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 7ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 8ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR 9ecaR laniF laniF laniF laniF laniF
erocS erocS erocS erocS erocS
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After two starts from Leeds (a return for vital medication for a sore Bum!) and a race to Dover for a thankfully late ferry,
customs took a long close look at our supplies of Three Peaks (ed: for those older readers not quite in touch with
modern street slang this is a white powder supplied by Mainline reputed to heighten endurance - never touch the stuff
myself; I just stick to Coke).

Once cleared for departure a quick sleep was called for to fortify ourselves for the 10 hour drive through Europe.
Unknown to us, messrs Batten and Mussell were on the same ferry, but hidden away somewhere, obviously up to no
good.  Their first appearance was on the roadside collecting a traffic fine for overtaking a police car, at speed, in the
outside lane (and you think the Irish are thick).  The witness for the prosecution was none other than our roving
reporter Dave Gautier, who had set off a day earlier due to his age.

After travelling 900 miles we were the first to arrive at Kiel – some things don’t change!  The Aussies arrived and went
to lunch so we joined them as the wind was non existent for our training sail.

Other Brits rolled up after differing journey routes:- Batten and Mussell 3 hours after us and after a tour of Hamburg.
Chris Mitchell visited the wrong club, and thinking he was first to arrive (even before the organisers?) proceeded to
unload and rig.  A helpful  kraut (ed: northern colloquial term for German Citizen – not intended to be construed in any
derogatory manner of course) soon advised him that he was at the wrong club (No lads, Medemblik is NEXT year).  The
Travellers Association Of Scottish Sailing Amateurs (TOSSA) arrived in convoy, presumably for protection.  Lord Jones
and his driver, Davies, arrived late after a cruise across the North Sea to Esberg.  DD enthused about his crabs for some
time, although I think he had actually had lobster for lunch.

The first evening was spent getting to know the surroundings; in particular the club bar and staff.

The gentle walk to our accommodation led to an interesting discovery.  Richard Batten and Simon Mussell were sharing
;a room together.  Not that that’s anything strange, however, this room has full length glass windows.  They were soon
to be addressed “Bonkers Batten & the Mighty Mussell”!!  Next time keep the curtains shut lads…

The accommodation for budget seekers was in the German Sailing Federation training centre, an area developed for
the Olympics.  The rooms were very good, with beds long enough even for lanky northern gits.

A bonus was the fact that we were sharing with the German Ladies Europe Dinghy Team – all young girlies of 16 to 19
(ed: the term “girlies” is a further example of a northern colloquial term, and should in no way be interpreted as sexist,
but purely as a sign of healthy middle aged lust for the unattainable - even to you Sandy).  Their coach seemed unsure
as to why their performance took a dip within days of our arrival.

Breakfast was a communal thing, taken with all other competitors of varying nationalities, and of course the Europe
sailors.  Boiled eggs were the order of the day, which gave us the opportunity to do some psychology on the styles of
entry.  Our table boasted both Choppers and Smashers, but we were intrigued to witness that DD first smashed his top
in and then cut it off.  We feel this manifestation of apparent latent violence could have its roots in his Welsh upbringing,
and are now seeking reports from our resident therapist Bernard Shapley.  If this produces anything of importance we
will of course protect his privacy at all times. Not!

With no wind on Saturday the planned informal practice was postponed for a day of leisurely measurement, food ,
drink, drink, and more drink (Hic).  Sandy was in flying form and decided to show off on his very valuable mountain
bike.  With no one taking much notice he approached a small flight of stairs with speed, gusto, but very little balance.
AHHHHHHH (ed: yet another northern colloquial term - lit: “oh dear, I seem to be having an accident”) was the cry as
he bit the dust.  Our attention was quickly focused on a crumpled body lying prone on the floor with blood gushing from
an elbow wound.  Howls of laughter soon  erupted after it was confirmed that no lasting damage was done to the bike.

Forty five minutes later, whilst waiting for a bus and chatting up a German granny , someone asked the time.  Sandy
proudly announced that it was 15 minutes to 5.  “No its not” said Davies, “its half past 5. Your watch has stopped.”
Everyone then concluded that it was 45 minutes since he had come off his bike breaking his watch (sharp, or what eh)
– now frozen for all time as a reminder not to show off  on a bike when pissed!

Eventually the bus arrived, and after a pleasant ride into town the planned rendezvous at 1900 hours by “a big church”
seemed a little optimistic.  Surprisingly some southerners managed to find the spot only 50 minutes late.  After a very
quick drink in a gay bar we moved on to the Kieler Braverei, an underground grotto full of Germans drinking huge
quantities of on site brewed beer and listening to an aged jazz band playing “the best of Kenny Ball”.  Gonzo on the
drums was very entertaining, especially for the quicker numbers when they had to change his Duracell batteries to
ensure he could keep up.  The food consisted of a platter of meats and sauerkraut for 20, but 8 of us managed to scoff
the lot.  The home brew barrel was positioned at the table end, next to DD.  With hindsight this was a bad move, as he
was soon full and the barrel empty.

Our shouts of MORE to the band started to sound like WAR and we were aware of being recognised as Das Englander.
Thankfully they turned out to be friendly rather than foes.

The southern boys had their chauffeur to drive them back.  Lord J, DD, SC, and yours truly took a taxi.  SC, true to
form, leaped into the front seat of the big merc taxi, crashing into the dashboard as he entered.  “Oh what’s this” he
says, holding up a piece of electrical equipment. “You northern git.  That’s my radio that you’ve smashed out of the

THE ALTERNATIVE WORLDS
From roving reporters Tim Holden Aged 41¾, & The Northern Echo (alias Sandy Clapham)
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dashboard” says the driver in remarkably good  English (strange how he knew  he was from “up there”…)

After compensation was paid we eventually set off.  It was a warm night and he had his sun roof open.  SC was wearing
a hat - said to be worth £30.  DD sat behind him and thought it a good  wheeze to hold his hat outside the car… until
your correspondent hit his arm and the hat disappeared.  Its surprising how much passion a £30 hat can create.  After
about 5 miles it started to dawn on the hat owner that it had actually gone.  He was looking backwards from the front
seat towards the culprits in the back when he suddenly shouted  “stop the car”. Yes, sitting on the boot lid, held on only
by sheer luck was the hat.  A startled driver came to a halt and SC dived out to recover his headgear before anything else
happened to it.  The rest of the occupants collapsed in laughter.

More laughter was the order for the day when measurement restarted on Sunday morning.  The centreboard template
in particular came under heavy attack from a number of Brits who fell foul of its use (or misuse !).

Chris Mitchell in particular felt hard done by.  His centreboard had passed at a number of international events – but it
wouldn’t pass this one.  He was instructed to shave 4 mm off the trailing edge.  His exclamation “not even a sensitive
woman would notice 4 mm!”  failed to win a reprieve, and off it came.  Later in the regatta you didn’t need to watch for
Chris coming up to weather - you just had to listen out for the high pitched buzzing sound!

The practice race was a real blast, with lots of swimmers and quite a bit of carnage.  It was noticeable mainly for:-

a)  Richard Buttner doing 5  720 degree turns around the camera boat trying to get his sail logo on the telly.

b)  Chris Mitchell’s very seamanlike return to the marina.  He entered the marina, lowered his sail, and drifted towards
some moored boats.  He then discovered he  had entered the wrong marina, but couldn’t raise the sail.  A helpful
German threw a rope and then claimed salvage, but soon gave the boat back after hearing the centreboard hum.

A rest was needed before a further assault was launched on the bar.  During a spell of catnapping in his room, DD
phoned home.  After speaking with his wife he suggested that Lord J should also make a call, so passed him his mobile
phone.  Lord J then asked if it was ringing – you have to do everything for some people!

The famous German efficiency was not present at the opening ceremony.  The Kieler Yacht Club president welcomed
all the competitors, with a special welcome to the current world champion, our very own Lord J.  However he thought
it was Andrea Bonezzi to everyone’s amusement.  Poor Lord J refused to hoist his flag.

A Buffet was then served, but unfortunately they forgot to bring the plates and cutlery, bringing a new meaning to the
phrase “finger buffet” – have you ever tried eating rice salad like a chinaman?

Wednesday was the championship food fight night (ed: usually referred to as “dinner” in polite society).  A coach was
on hand to ferry us into town to the main club house of the Kieler Yacht Club.  Many had dressed for the occasion.
Nigel looked like Robin Day, and Richard B was mistaken for the coach driver.  On our arrival we were served either red
or green antifreeze prior to being shown into a very grand dining room with antique pictures of the various yachts
owned by past Kaisers, all of whom have been club patrons.  These pictures made excellent targets for spoon catapults,
but, however, we bowed to pleading from our hosts not to trash the place.  Even we realised that this place was steeped
in yachting history.

Thursday and Friday nights were fairly quiet by comparison.  Drinks at the club with food etc. The prizegiving on Friday
was delayed as Sandy protested a German for taking a liberty at the wing mark.

After the prizgiving Andrea had thought he had got away without being thrown into the Baltic, so he showered and put
on his best shell suit – and that’s when Nigel struck with a jellyfish on the head!

(for all you animal lovers Baltic Bertha was released back into the sea – well most of her).

A drive in convoy following Lord J & DD to Hamburg was always doomed.  After many a wrong turn in the docklands
of Hamburg we found ourselves INSIDE the freeport area.  We were stopped on the way out, and customs were ready
to charge VAT on all our sailing equipment.  With only one of the four boats carrying SSR documents (Claire’s note: Tut
tut – lucky you were in Germany.  In France they can confiscate the boat and fine you for that… ) we had to thoroughly
confuse the young officer with our measurement certificates into thinking it was more trouble than it was worth than to
continue with his catch.

Hamburg has a reputation for interesting entertainment and architecture.  After looking at the restored town hall we
were soon on the underground heading for the Rieperbahm!  What a disappointment – very seedy and shabby.  It only
took 15 minutes to walk around the main streets.  One street however only took 3 minutes to run out of:
“Pillowbitingstrasse” is not an area for four sailors to frequent!

The return trip to England had the hallmarks of a good trip – 13 sailors on a ferry for 30 hours with not much to do but
drink, eat, write the report for Y&Y, and compose a bit of poetry.

As you can see, visiting overseas events can be great fun.  Elsewhere in this publication you will find the report of the
racing, which did add to the overall enjoyment of the week!  Now we need to get even more of us to Medemblik next
year.

Ode to Chris Mitchell

There was a quick
 sailor of l

ate

Who had to shave 4
 mil off his p

late

He didn’t half sh
out

When told by a Kraut

Well stick it 
back on ag

ain, Mate!

Ode to Andrea Bonezzi (El Hero)There was a contender from ItalyWhose decks were laid out quite prettily
There was no lead in the boatSo high did it float
It slipped through the water very quickily.
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Mediterranean conditions prevailed during the last
week of July for the International Contender nationals
at Looe, Cornwall.  So it was no surprise that the first
days racing was one of sitting and waiting for the
zephyrs to fill in.  The 50 entered helms elected to sit
on the beach or the seafront cafes until racing was
abandoned for the day.  Among those basking in the
sun hoping to grasp the top silverware were current
champion Graham Scott, returnee to the class dark
horses Ian Renilson, famed for his Endeavour Trophy
win, and Andrew Potter, late of Uganda, together
with Datchet pondies John Browett, often the
bridesmaid, and Stuart Jones, current World
Champion, also with more than his fair share of
seconds, along with the pride of the North, Cris Miles
and Tim Holden.  During the week there were many
good tussles further down the fleet with P&O ferry
tickets up for grabs as prizes for the Silver and Bronze
fleets, as well as many great prizes for age groups
and overseas competitors.

Monday dawned sunny with an onshore force 4-5
wind.  Surf was up, providing good spectator
conditions on the beach, especially when the fixed
rudder brigade hove into sight.  Out on the course,
3 short format races were sailed in perfect conditions.
A steady wind with exceptionally large waves made
for wave jumping upwind and extreme surfing
downwind.

Browett was first to bounce round the windward mark
and rocket off, closely followed by Jones, Scott, and
Renilson, with the pack close behind.  Browett held
on to the finish with impressive upwind speed.
Renilson overhauled the pair in front to gain second,
with Scott passing the fading Jones, who just held
on to fourth from Holden and Miles.

The second race saw Potter lead off down the reaches
with a pack of boats behind, arriving at the bottom
mark to head the fleet out to the heavily favoured
right side of the beat. This was pure boatspeed drag
racing, the major tactical decision being where to
tack for the starboard layline to the windward mark.
Potter proved that he had lost none of his speed in

solid trapezing conditions during his layoff, and
disappeared into the blue to win comfortably from
Scott.  Jones crossed next to silence due to an over
enthusiastic start, giving Renilson third.

Identical conditions prevailed for the third race, with
Jones this time getting the better of the start and first
beat to lead.  This was short lived as Browett and
Scott careered through on the next reaches.  Browett
once more showed good pace to pull away and
record a second win, fol lowed home on the
shortened course by Scott.  A tight race followed
behind, with minimal errors costing dearly and with
the left side coming into play as the tide started to
turn.  This bunch was led home by Renilson with
Miles and Jones in hot pursuit.

Tuesday was more of the same but with slightly more
wind and an increase in wave height.  More lifting
rudders were in evidence on the beach.  The first
race was another fine blast round, with wave
technique pushed to the fore. Dave Davies put his
nose out in front at the first mark only to see a noisy
bunch surf their way through his lee.  It remained
tightly fought with boat speed again being the main
ingredient to forward progress.  Scott eased into the
lead and was followed by Potter, Browett and Jones
to the finish.

All the main players were in evidence once more in
the next race.  At the halfway stage Jones had just
squeezed past Potter on the run, but handed it
straight back with a poor mark rounding.  Potter never
looked back and led from Renilson at the finish after
a tussle with the following bunch.  Jones found a
way to slow Scott down when the latter went for a
gap at a mark only to find that a glancing blow on
Jones’s head proved that it was a touch too small.
Scott retired leaving Jones in third.  Holden and Miles
followed up.

At this stage, with the top of the fleet proving to be

LOOE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 1999
In a rather rash barside moment our so sober Chairman, Lord Jones of Marlow, vowed to run naked down Looe High Street with his

underpants on his head should he finish second in the nationals again - he managed to avoid this fate only to finish 4th and thereby suffer
the even worse fate of having to write the report...

“Well Daddy, of course I think you did jolly well to win it, but I still
think you should have gone right up that third beat...”

The beach proved a tad tricky for a couple of days...
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so consistent, the title was still up for grabs.  Browett
led overall, with Potter, Renilson, and Miles very close
behind.  Scott and Jones could come well into the
picture once discards were in.

Wednesday’s first race saw a dropping wind which
started in a force 3, and unusually each side of the
beat could be used.  Scott led from a bunch
containing all the usual suspects along with the likes
of Grand Masters Keith Paul and Peter Dives.  Miles
found the conditions to his liking and gave Scott a
run for his money, but was unable to overhaul the
leader.  Paul caused consternation to those just
behind him by laying his mast on the water shutting
their path to the windward mark.  Gary Langdown
picked up a third holding off the close attentions of
Jones and Renilson.  Jones, in an attempt to overtake
Langdown on the short beat to the finish, threw in a
couple of tacks, both of them bad un’s, to let Renilson
through.

The second race set off in a dropping breeze and
increasing tide.  Scott had been in the lead, but when
the race was abandoned the fleet was sitting together,
drifting off with the tide.  Enough said.

Thursday saw a lighter wind of about force 2 and a
slight sea for the start.  As the fleet converged on the
windward mark the left was just favoured which saw
Bronze fleet leader Chris Mitchell able to lead for a
considerable time until the ever present Scott slipped
past.  Jones had some good first reaches to take third.
Local boy Stacey Bray was always in the picture with
Renilson, Miles and the vociferous Sandy Clapham
not far behind.  The wind continued to drop, causing

the race to be shortened on the bottom reach, by
now a dead run.  Scott and Mitchell held on in that
order, with Jones just holding onto third from a
strongly finishing Renilson, Clapham and Miles.  Bray
was unfortunate to be unable to stop them drifting
through.  That was it for the day as the wind died
completely.  This result left Scott in a commanding
position although Browett and Renilson were still in
the picture.

An early start was set to enable three races to be
held. However, it was fairly apparent that it wasn’t
going to happen as calm was the word.  Ice cream
and sunbathing activities turned to surprise as the
race committee beckoned the fleet out.  As it turned
out a sea breeze was building and provided a slowly
increasing force 2.  After a couple of false starts and
some 20% penalties being applied the fleet got away
to find the left just favoured.  Renilson, Scott and
Browett took up the first three places early on and
comfortably held them to finish in that order in the,
by now, solid-ish trapezing breeze.  Langdown once
more held off Jones who had recovered from double
figures at the first mark.

...but at other times it was positively pleasant.

An early morning Pete Giffen uncovers his boat while we wonder exactly
where he left his trousers

This result enabled Scott to retain his crown, as it was
now too late to start another race.  Browett thought
he had done enough to clinch second but hadn’t
counted on a 20% penalty added to his third.  A
grinning Renilson gladly took second place overall.

Graham Scott was awarded a Scandinavian Seaways
ferry ticket to ease his journey to Kiel for the Worlds.
Valuable prizes were donated by RB Sport and Travel
(ferry tickets), Holts, Aladdin’s Cave, Mike Saul at Top
Foils and Pro Trim with a good portion spread down
the fleet.
Overall ResultOverall ResultOverall ResultOverall ResultOverall Results
1st Graham Scott Weston SC
2nd Ian Renilson Dalgety Bay
3rd John Browett Datchet SC
4th Stuart Jones Datchet SC
5th Cris Miles Dovestone
6th Andrew Potter Dee SC
Silver FleetSilver FleetSilver FleetSilver FleetSilver Fleet
1st Richard Gimmler Rutland SC
2nd Gary Langdown Highcliffe SC
3rd Dave Aston Chew Valley SC
BrBrBrBrBronze Fleetonze Fleetonze Fleetonze Fleetonze Fleet
1st Chris Mitchell Oxford SC
2nd Rodger White King George SC
3rd Ben Holden Halifax SC
Under 21Under 21Under 21Under 21Under 21 Stuart Goodes Eastbourne Sovereign SC
Grand MasteGrand MasteGrand MasteGrand MasteGrand Master Keith Paul Weston SC
GrGrGrGrGreat Grand Mastereat Grand Mastereat Grand Mastereat Grand Mastereat Grand Master  David Gautier  Datchet SC
NewcomerNewcomerNewcomerNewcomerNewcomer Ben Holden Halifax SC
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soP soP soP soP soP liaS liaS liaS liaS liaS
oNoNoNoNoN mleH mleH mleH mleH mleH teelF teelF teelF teelF teelF ts1 ts1 ts1 ts1 ts1

ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR
dn2 dn2 dn2 dn2 dn2
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

dr3 dr3 dr3 dr3 dr3
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ht4 ht4 ht4 ht4 ht4
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ht5 ht5 ht5 ht5 ht5
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ht6 ht6 ht6 ht6 ht6
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ht7 ht7 ht7 ht7 ht7
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ht8 ht8 ht8 ht8 ht8
ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR ecaR

ts1 ts1 ts1 ts1 ts1
'csiD 'csiD 'csiD 'csiD 'csiD

dn2 dn2 dn2 dn2 dn2
'csiD 'csiD 'csiD 'csiD 'csiD

latoT latoT latoT latoT latoT
stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP

1 456 ttocSmaharG G 00.3 00.1 00.2 00.2 00.05 00.1 00.1 00.2 00.05 00.3 00.9

2 156 noslineRnaI G 00.2 00.7 00.3 00.3 00.6 00.4 00.4 00.1 00.7 00.6 00.71

3 926 tteworBnhoJ G 00.1 00.3 00.1 00.6 00.2 00.7 00.81 00.31 00.81 00.31 00.02

4 436 senoJtrautS G 00.4 00.4 00.5 00.94 00.3 00.5 00.3 00.5 00.94 00.5 00.42

5 946 seliMsirC G 00.6 00.5 00.4 00.4 00.5 00.2 00.6 00.7 00.7 00.6 00.62

6 166 rettoPwerdnA G 00.9 00.2 00.7 00.1 00.1 00.9 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.92

7 626 nedloHmiT G 00.5 00.6 00.6 00.5 00.4 00.21 00.21 00.31 00.31 00.21 00.83

8 985 luaPhtieK G 00.01 00.31 00.51 00.7 00.7 00.8 00.11 00.6 00.51 00.31 00.94

9 066 seviDreteP G 00.7 00.9 00.21 00.8 00.41 00.6 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.65

01 026 yarByecatS G 00.11 00.52 00.71 00.9 00.9 00.11 00.7 00.81 00.52 00.81 00.46

11 316 notruBynoT G 00.22 00.8 00.31 00.81 00.01 00.91 00.31 00.8 00.22 00.91 00.07

21 336 neffiGreteP G 00.12 00.21 00.9 00.11 00.21 00.01 00.61 00.05 00.05 00.12 00.07

31 766 reklaWluaP G 00.51 00.11 00.01 00.01 00.51 00.71 00.42 00.72 00.72 00.42 00.87

41 055 relmmiGdrahciR S 00.61 00.01 00.94 00.12 00.11 00.05 00.9 00.21 00.05 00.94 00.97

51 616 seivaDdivaD G 00.8 00.51 00.8 00.51 00.05 00.05 00.32 00.61 00.05 00.05 00.58

61 836 nwodgnaLyraG S 00.94 00.61 00.22 00.02 00.02 00.3 00.22 00.4 00.94 00.22 00.58

71 585 notsAdivaD S 00.94 00.81 00.61 00.32 00.61 00.61 00.01 00.41 00.94 00.32 00.09

81 956 flacteMnitraM S 00.31 00.62 00.11 00.22 00.12 00.72 00.51 00.9 00.72 00.62 00.19

91 385 llocsirDyrreJ G 00.21 00.41 00.52 00.41 00.8 00.92 00.72 00.91 00.92 00.72 00.29

02 256 mahpalCydnaS S 00.13 00.02 00.91 00.21 00.92 00.32 00.5 00.51 00.13 00.92 00.49

12 206 notsAttaM S 00.52 00.72 00.42 00.92 00.22 00.41 00.8 00.01 00.92 00.72 00.301

22 006 eltteBffoeG S 00.71 00.22 00.81 00.91 00.72 00.22 00.91 00.11 00.72 00.22 00.601

32 366 sedooGtrautS S 00.41 00.42 00.02 00.61 00.91 00.51 00.52 00.13 00.13 00.52 00.801

42 356 llehctiMsirhC B 00.94 00.71 00.12 00.94 00.62 00.12 00.2 00.22 00.94 00.94 00.901

52 756 notooHlliB S 00.91 00.82 00.32 00.71 00.32 00.81 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.821

62 056 etihWynoT S 00.42 00.12 00.82 00.42 00.71 00.42 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.831

72 136 nonniKcaMnivaG S 00.82 00.32 00.23 00.94 00.31 00.82 00.12 00.72 00.94 00.23 00.041

82 881 nettaBdrahciR S 00.02 00.05 00.41 00.31 00.05 00.02 00.33 00.44 00.05 00.05 00.441

92 646 etihWregdoR B 00.03 00.05 00.73 00.72 00.05 00.31 00.41 00.42 00.05 00.05 00.541

03 674 reituaGdivaD S 00.72 00.91 00.72 00.82 00.81 00.83 00.04 00.83 00.04 00.83 00.751

13 566 waGcMwerdnA S 00.32 00.05 00.62 00.52 00.05 00.62 00.71 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.761

23 095 nedloHneB B 00.92 00.33 00.53 00.62 00.82 00.52 00.63 00.33 00.63 00.53 00.471

33 874 nosyDnhoJ B 00.23 00.13 00.04 00.73 00.42 00.63 00.02 00.53 00.04 00.73 00.871

43 112 neeVnavneBtrevE B 00.62 00.05 00.63 00.03 00.05 00.03 00.62 00.13 00.05 00.05 00.971

53 844 llessuMnomiS S 00.81 00.05 00.13 00.33 00.05 00.53 00.73 00.82 00.05 00.05 00.281

63 745 htimSJS B 00.94 00.03 00.33 00.23 00.05 00.43 00.23 00.32 00.05 00.94 00.481

73 534 lraeHnhoJ B 00.33 00.23 00.83 00.63 00.05 00.23 00.43 00.23 00.05 00.83 00.991

83 856 ewoHsirhC B 00.94 00.05 00.03 00.13 00.05 00.13 00.92 00.92 00.05 00.05 00.991

93 951 artsnaaHnaJ B 00.43 00.05 00.93 00.43 00.03 00.05 00.93 00.73 00.05 00.05 00.312

04 726 skoorBynoT B 00.94 00.05 00.43 00.53 00.05 00.73 00.03 00.03 00.05 00.05 00.512

14 651 yellooWlliG B 00.94 00.92 00.94 00.94 00.52 00.93 00.13 00.05 00.05 00.94 00.222

24 166Z rettoPziL B 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.01 00.51 00.05 00.05 00.522

34 656 nosaMwerdnA B 00.94 00.05 00.92 00.94 00.05 00.05 00.82 00.63 00.05 00.05 00.142

44 866 llewkcoCnoR B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.94 00.05 00.33 00.53 00.03 00.05 00.05 00.542

54 895 rednaVthgroB B 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.04 00.83 00.53 00.05 00.05 00.362

64 514 ttayWilA B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.83 00.05 00.05 00.14 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.772

74 446 namdaWreteP B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.94 00.05 00.05 00.24 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.982

84 171 notlaWseliG B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.94 00.05 00.05 00.34 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.092

94 304 B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.94 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.792

05 484 ereoBcelA B 00.94 00.05 00.94 00.94 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.05 00.792

LOOE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 1999 - OVERALL RESULTS
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liaS liaS liaS liaS liaS
oNoNoNoNoN emaN emaN emaN emaN emaN drofxO drofxO drofxO drofxO drofxO tehctaD tehctaD tehctaD tehctaD tehctaD notseW notseW notseW notseW notseW wehC wehC wehC wehC wehC

yellaV yellaV yellaV yellaV yellaV
-htroP -htroP -htroP -htroP -htroP

naep naep naep naep naep
-tserP -tserP -tserP -tserP -tserP

kciw kciw kciw kciw kciw
-tsaE -tsaE -tsaE -tsaE -tsaE
enruob enruob enruob enruob enruob

-hgiH -hgiH -hgiH -hgiH -hgiH
effilc effilc effilc effilc effilc eooL eooL eooL eooL eooL -thgirB -thgirB -thgirB -thgirB -thgirB

aesgnil aesgnil aesgnil aesgnil aesgnil
-ldirB -ldirB -ldirB -ldirB -ldirB
notgni notgni notgni notgni notgni

-gnimyL -gnimyL -gnimyL -gnimyL -gnimyL
not not not not not dnaltuR dnaltuR dnaltuR dnaltuR dnaltuR STNIOP STNIOP STNIOP STNIOP STNIOP SOP SOP SOP SOP SOP

seirtnEfooN 12 71 91 51 01 31 81 52 05 81 81 81 84

436 senoJtrautS 42 02 12 82 15 02 22 12 25 952 1

626 nedloHmiT 22 91 51 81 41 62 84 12 12 44 842 2

946 seliMsirC 32 81 32 91 51 72 05 02 15 642 3

256 mahpalCydnaS 51 81 51 21 41 53 41 51 61 03 481 4

646 etihWregoR 11 51 21 9 01 61 62 31 31 91 83 281 5

926 tteworBnhoJ 12 81 25 22 22 64 181 6

616 seivaDevaD 41 01 31 02 12 04 21 05 081 7

825 knabllaWlegiN 61 41 41 22 91 71 02 54 761 8

385 llocsirDyrreJ 81 61 7 91 91 63 61 92 061 9

066 seviDreteP 22 81 32 64 74 651 01

985 luaPhtieK 12 42 74 81 34 351 11

836 nwodgnaLyraG 8 9 11 71 93 71 94 051 21

456 ttocSmaharG 52 11 22 92 45 141 31

766 reklaWluaP 31 8 02 24 11 6 13 131 41

756 notooHlliB 21 31 01 8 03 21 53 021 51

585 notsAevaD 91 71 83 24 611 61

356 llehctiMsirhC 02 61 13 9 73 311 71

955 yelpahSdranreB 01 71 81 81 84 111 81

026 yarByecatS 02 01 54 63 111 91

674 reituaGdivaD 31 7 11 31 31 52 82 011 02

206 notsAttaM 41 6 21 43 8 33 701 12

006 eltteBffoeG 21 51 33 11 23 301 22

166 rettoPydnA 12 71 61 94 301 32

316 notruBynoT 61 52 44 61 101 42

881 nettaBdrahciR 72 91 41 93 99 52

055 drahciR
relmmiG 14 31 14 59 62

956 flacteMnitraM 41 6 73 41 51 68 72

095 nedloHneB 11 9 8 01 32 11 01 28 82

366 sedooGtrautS 91 51 41 23 08 92

156 noslineRnaI 71 35 07 03

056 etihWynoT 11 92 52 56 13

856 ewoHsirhC 71 71 02 45 23

726 skoorBynoT 21 51 62 35 33

336 neffiGeteP 34 34 43

136 nivaG
nonnikcaM 8 82 6 24 53

846 nlocniLegniG 8 7 8 5 41 24 63

605 shtiffirGevaD 9 01 12 04 73

995 reklaWtrawetS 04 04 83

404 llahsraMnaI 43 43 93

755 yllevraMnalyD 5 8 7 6 8 43 04

506 waGcMwerdnA 8 42 23 14

475 retsinnaBsirhC 7 8 51 03 24

606 setaGniloC 21 81 03 34

345 yeltseirPlihP 9 91 82 44

416 senoJnitraM 72 72 54

685 nhoJ
regnomnorI 42 42 64

164 nroHreteP 7 61 32 74

225 naeDriatsalA 32 32 84

146 yellooWlliG 9 41 32 94

874 nosyDnhoJ 22 22 05

226 renttuBdrahciR 22 22 15

112 naVneBtrevE
neeV 12 12 25

UK TRAVELLER’S TROPHY 1999 - FINAL RESULTS
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484 ereoBxelA 61 5 12 35

171 notlaWseliG 7 31 02 45

844 llessuMnomiS 02 02 55

635 gniKreteP 9 11 02 65

446 namdaWeteP 7 5 8 02 75

866 llewkcoCnoR 11 9 02 85

745 htimSJS 91 91 95

534 lraeHnhoJ 81 81 06

844 ydnA
htrowhsuR 7 11 81 16

374 dyoLLroverT 6 21 81 36

415 hctaHydnA 71 71 46

355 nnawSnaI 71 71 56

516 evargaeSR 71 71 66

656 nosaMwerdnA 21 5 71 76

951 artsnaaHnaJ 61 61 86

126 setaeKekiM 51 51 96

295 mmaRnomiS 31 31 07

426 trawetS
hcodruM 31 31 17

166 rettoPziL 31 31 27

325 lluCxelA 7 5 21 37

775 tnecniVdrahciR 21 21 57

546 senyaBeilrahC 21 21 67

536 mahneDekiM 11 11 77

282 esiWsemaJ 5 5 01 87

114 nacnuD
draddoG 01 01 97

915 egdireveBlieN 01 01 08

725 htimSNW 01 01 18

075 llaHemoclaM 01 01 28

895 rednaVthgroB 01 01 38

514 ttayWilA 9 9 48

835 ronellahCnhoJ 9 9 58

636 dlofnePffeJ 9 9 68

265 eladnitraMkciN 8 8 78

453 sggeBekiM 7 7 88

693 gnilliPsirhC 7 7 98

346 etiaWevetS 7 7 09

304 repaRwerdnA 6 6 19

414 drahcrOkciN 6 6 29

944 nilmoTmaharG 6 6 39

285 tidraiLkcirtaP 6 6 49

785 ymereJ 6 6 59

822 nivleK 5 5 69

405 repooCdrahciR 5 5 79

115 gnilyAleoN 5 5 89

125 llessuRsirhC 5 5 99

065 yeliaBnaI 5 5 001

575 eocsaPmaharG 5 5 101

It was highly pleasing, and not a little surprising, to see such a lot of boats at the Inlands at Rutland.  Particularly
nice was the number of “new faces”.  Hopefully, some of our newcomers, having had a brief intro to our own
particular brand of one design racing, will want to join us at a few more meetings next year.  Our new scoring
system seems to have been quite popular - there were quite a few people spotted checking to see what they
had to do at Rutland to improve their overall position.  Sadly, for most of them, including me, it was a couple
more meetings... Ah well, look out next year!

Congratulations to Stuart Jones, a worthy winner - at least this year we have been able to see “how” as well
as “did”.  Our special thanks are due to Tim Holden for managing the results for us this season and keeping
them up to date on a weekly basis.
Jerry Driscoll
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FILEY SC
10th & 11th July

Hot Sunny weather and a light breeze greeted the
top Northern Sailors on July 10th for a two day
Contender open meeting at Filey SC.  Cris Miles made
the best of the conditions taking first in both races
with Sandy Clapham taking second and Tim Holden
third in the first race.

Conditions were brisk on Sunday, with a good breeze
creating some big waves. Holden led from the start
to win the third race with Miles chasing hard for
second. Clapham and Bill Hooton battled it out with
Clapham taking third.  The fourth race was won by
Miles with Holden second and Hooton third after
another close battle with Clapham.

Clapham took first place in the fifth race after Miles
decided to pack up early, leaving Holden and Hooton
to battle it out for second and third.  Holden took
second on the last beat, leaving Hooton to finish
between a Holden sandwich, with Ben Holden
finishing fourth having pushed hard throughout.

Overall Results
1st Chris Miles Dovestone SC
2nd Tim Holden Halifax SC
3rd Sandy Clapham Grimwith SC
4th Bill Hooton Burton SC
5th Ben Holden GSC

HIGHCLIFFE SC
3rd & 4th July

Highcliffe SC hosted the eighth round of the
Contender Travellers Trophy on July 3rd & 4th.  Always
a popular venue, 26 souls attended.

Saturday’s forecast of 18 knots was enlivened by a
south-westerly swell of six foot which made the
Olympic-sty le courses chal lenging for the
fainthearted, and exhilarating for those who enjoy
trapezing off the transom in an attempt to keep the
bow up.  Tim Holden led at the first mark, but a
capsize at the wing mark let Graham Scott and Stuart
Jones through.  Mistakes, or the lack of them, proved
to be Scott’s success as he built a strong lead as others
fell over.

In the second race Scott, Cris Miles and Holden were
closely grouped after the first leg.  The first two broke
away from the chasing pack, leaving Miles and
Holden doing synchronised capsizes.  Jerry Driscoll
and Nigel Walbank pressed for a time, but Holden
managed to clear third behind Scott and Jones.

After two tough back-to-back races on Saturday the
Race Officer was persuaded to reduce Sunday’s
planned three races to two, but the expected south
westerly 15 knots never materialised, giving the
lightweights a chance in the event.

In the third race, John Browett built a good lead
which he held to the end, indicating what would
have been if gear failure had not excluded him from
Saturday’s entertainment.  Like Saturday, going right
up the beat was the order of the day. Jones was
second, with Scott third.

The final race was notable for two reasons.  Going
left paid handsomely for Roger White, and Paul
Walker had a guest appearance at the front of the
fleet.  Competition was tight, even though Scott could
not be caught  for the event title.  Miles pulled away
from Scott with Peter Dives pulling into third place.

With Scott winning the event from Jones, Miles and
Holden consolidated their position in the National
Travellers event, adding a useful third and fourth
respectively.

LYMINGTON TOWN SC
4th and 5th September

18 Contenders from as far afield as Arnside and
Grimwith took part in the Open meeting at Lymington
Town S.C.  Away first time in the light breeze, even
with the tide under the fleet, thus avoiding a black
flag start.  Stuart Jones tacked into clear air off the
start line to lead at the windward mark.  Place
changing on the downwind legs took place behind
him, with the inshore out of the tide route being less
favoured with wind than the out-to-sea direct route,
as found by John Browett, Keith Paul and Sandy
Clapham, finishing in that order.

The second race was delayed while the sea breeze
filled in and the course relaid.  Another first time away
but with Gary Langdown OCS’d avoiding a collision,
the fleet split, with the majority heading shorewards
for less tide but less wind, while in more tide and
more wind Rodger White headed out to sea.  At the
windward mark, he had a useful 20 yard lead from a
chasing bunch headed by Stuart Jones and John
Browett.  With the wind more even across the course,
ex-local Richard Gimmler pulled through to second
by going hard inshore, but let Jones past downwind.
At the finish, Rodger White just held off Stuart Jones,
while Richard Gimmler’s 3rd turned into DSQ for
sailing between the inner distance mark and the

Overall Results
1st Graham Scott Weston SC
2nd Stuart Jones Datchet Water SC
3rd Cris Miles Dovestones SC
4th Tim Holden Halifax SC

Some of the Looe “Fun Runners” - they were still smiling afterwards!
L-R: Cris “Runs up Hills” Miles, Martin Metcalfe, Sheila “Faster than
the Boys” Miles, Lizzie Potter, Ben “Chucker” Holden, Gavin Mackinnon

OPEN REPORTS
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NEWS FROM NORTH OF THE BORDER
From Stewart Murdoch

MONKLANDS
10th & 11th April
Sitting down at the end of the season, the first Scottish
Travellers event at Monklands seems a long time ago.
It was all a bit bleak – not being a travellers event for
other classes there were 7 of us and a few other boats,
it was pretty cold and Hillend is the highest sailing venue
in Scotland – not exactly first choice with a weekend of
gales forecast!

Having got there and struggled to rig the boats between
40 knot rain squalls, we watched the surface of the
loch being whipped up into mini tornadoes for an hour
then drove home.  Undaunted (well nearly) we managed
to put in two tough races on the Sunday – both in difficult
conditions with the wind gusting up to 30 knots.  The
results provided a signal of what was to come.  Ian
Renilson, back from his flirtation with the 49’er, beat
Neil Wilson for first place mainly because he kept his
mast the right way up for longer.  Stewart Murdoch
was third, but with the points for third to sixth place
very close.
Overall results
1st GBR 651 Ian Renilson
2nd GBR 623 Neil Wilson
3rd GBR 623 Stewart Murdoch
4th GBR 560 Ian Baillie

ROYAL TAY
1st & 2nd May
In contrast to Monklands, Royal Tay conjured up two
days of Mediterranean weather for the second event
(could this be a good omen for the UK nationals which
are to be held in Scotland late May next year?).  This

DALGETY BAY
29th & 30th May
Keeping with the contrasts, the Dalgety Bay event
provided plenty of wind and some pretty good waves.
The committee decided to sail the event “round the
corner” in St David’s Bay which met with everyone’s
approval – the course had better reaches, and there
was some lee in at the gybe mark.  It was good to see
Neil Beveridge back (two years ago he had the horrible
experience of breaking a leg sailing in similar conditions
at this venue), and any ghosts were clearly put to rest
with a good fifth place.

event was sailed in conjunction with the club’s opening
regatta and there were a good number of other classes
present.

Ian Renilson led from the start to the finish of the first
race and seemed set to wipe the board.  However, he
had to work for his first place in the second race, only
getting past your correspondent after two rounds.  One
thing the Tay does for your sailing is to provide plenty
of tacking practice – some of us had barely enough
strength left to drink… but not enough sense to realise
it!

In Sunday’s fresher winds Mike Denham led away from
the line and was looking good until Ian turned on some
blistering downwind speed, coming through to win
comfortably by the end.
Overall results
1st GBR 651 Ian Renilson
2nd GBR 623 Stewart Murdoch
3rd GBR 635 Mike Denham
4th GBR 337 Graeme Robertson

committee boat (oh dear).

The Walbank’s hospitality accounted for a few sore
heads as Sunday morning dawned bright and
windless.  After an hour’s postponement the fleet were
off, and it paid to hug the shore till the layline. John
Browett, after an indifferent start, was first to the
windward mark hotly pursued by Stuart Jones, Nigel
Walbank and Paul Walker.  The leading pack rounded
the leeward mark cleanly, but with the wind from
behind and the fleet bunching, getting clear air after
the mark rounding paid dividends with Keith Paul and
Rodger White passing Paul Walker.  Dave Davies and
Chris Mitchell also benefited from the stronger breeze
out to sea.  The third beat saw Rodger White take
advantage of more wind out to sea to pass Keith Paul.
The final run to the finish had John Browett holding
off Stuart Jones and Walbank, and White staying
ahead of Keith Paul and a fast finishing Gary
Langdown.

By now the tide had turned and the scene was set
for a showdown between Stuart Jones and John
Browett.  Stuart Jones read the shifty first beat well

with John Browett well down at the windward mark.
Superior downwind boat work took John Browett to
second at the leeward mark.  Stuart Jones appeared
to have a commanding lead after the wind shifted
and increased to a good trapezing strength.
However, the wind was playing tricks, and at the final
wing mark and run to the finish John Browett was
only a boat length or so behind Jones.  There ensued
a luffing match to the enjoyment of the chasing fleet,
and at the line and final rock, John Browett stole the
last race and the open meeting by a nose.  Nigel
Walbank finished a consistent third, followed by Paul
Walker.

This was an interesting prelude to the World
Championships in Kiel later this month.

Overall Results
1st 629 John Browett
2nd 634 Stuart Jones
3rd 528 Nigel Walbank
4th 646 Rodger White
5th 589 Keith Paul
6th 638 Gary Langdown

Rodger White
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CHANONRY - RYA SCOTTISH SINGLEHANDED
CHAMPIONSHIP
7th & 8th August
Chanonry Yacht Club on the Black Isle is based in the
small village of Fortrose, near Inverness.  It has a great
reputation as a dinghy sailing club and always puts on
good events.  The Contender class has also been lucky
with the wind and weather whenever it has travelled
here, and this year was no exception – it blew!

HELENSBURGH
14th & 15th August
The forecast of a wild and wet weekend may have
reduced the number of Contenders which travelled to
this year’s Grundig sponsored regatta on the upper
Clyde.  Numbers might also have been affected because
there are now few Contenders based at this once strong
venue, and none have been travelling.

Club boats were joined ny three travellers, and the class
raced in the fast handicap fleet.

Ian had it all his own way on the Saturday after it was
Mike Denham’s turn to break his boom.  On the Sunday
the racing was altogether better with Ian, Mike, and
then Neil taking one apiece.
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Neil Wilson
3rd Mike Denham

HOLY LOCH
11th & 12th September
End of seasonitus seemed to have broken out by the
last event, or perhaps the word had got out about the
length of the courses.  In any event the turnout was
disappointing.  The racing on the other hand… was
also disappointing!

Drifting conditions prevailed, with the occasional
trapezing gust thrown in to add to the confusion.  In
the first race Neil Wilson looked comfortable on his
home turf and romped away.  He looked set to do the
same again in the second race until Ian Renilson fought
back and pipped him.  Ian managed to win both races
on the Sunday, again after close competition in truly
awful conditions.

The welcome on-shore made up for the horrid sailing
conditions, and the phrase of the weekend from the
locals was “its never normally like this” (ever heard that
before?).
Overall results
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Neil Wilson
3rd Gavin Mackinnon

Despite fresh conditions on the Saturday and a bit of a
hooligan on Sunday a full programme of five races were
sailed.  The fascination of the event is partly the mix of
singlehanded classes – with everything from RS600,
Finn, Europe, Laser eps, Dart 15, Phantom, and plenty
of Lasers and Toppers it is always interesting to see
how the Contender performs on handicap.  There were
five Contenders in a fleet numbering 48, and had it not
been Ian Baillie’s turn to break his boom we would
have finished 1,2,3,4,5 – as it was, 1 to 4 was pretty
impressive!

Within the class there was a good tussle between Ian
and Neil for first and Stewart and Gavin for third.  There
was also some marvellous reaching.
Overall results
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Neil Wilson
3rd Stewart Murdoch
4th Gavin Mackinnon

SCOTTISH CHAMPIONSHIP – PRESTWICK
12th & 13th June
Grey skies and rain did little to dampen the enthusiasm
of the 14 who travelled to Prestwick, persuaded no
doubt by thoughts of the by now ritual Saturday evening
curry!

There was some excellent racing with Ian Renilson again
dominating things.  In Saturday’s marginal trapezing
conditions he pulled out significant leads from Cris Miles
and Andy Potter.  However, on Sunday in 18 knots of
wind it was Andy who led for most of the race, only to
be pipped by Ian at the last downwind mark.  Over the
two long races the leading group were never more than
a minute apart, and it was exciting sailing to watch.
Overall results
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Andy Potter
3rd Cris Miles
4th Tim Holden

LARGO BAY
10th & 11th July
Largo Bay has to be one of the friendliest clubs, and is
also a superb sailing venue – hard to explain then why
it is often one of the less well attended travellers events
in Scotland.

The entry, which includes home-baking each day after
sailing should be enough in itself to guarantee a big
turnout!

What we lacked in numbers we made up for in quality,
and there is no doubt that the class looked good on
Saturday in particular with good starts and very close
racing.
Overall results
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Stewart Murdoch
3rd Mike Denham
4th Gavin Mackinnon

The stronger winds suited Neil Wilson, but his lack of
time in the boat showed up with too many forced errors
preventing him keeping ahead of Ian Renilson.  Gavin
Mackinnon also revelling in the fresher winds finished
the weekend third.  Stewart Murdoch broke him boom
on Saturday (something of a frequent gear failure this)
and was only able to put a series together courtesy of
Ian Baillie who could not sail the event.
Overall results
1st Ian Renilson
2nd Neil Wilson
3rd Gavin Mackinnon
4th Stewart Murdoch
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The Art of Coarse Short Handed Sailing, or...
Contender Sailors on the AZAB!
The first lesson to learn about short handed sailing (or for that matter any form of offshore sailing) is to avoid
eating cream teas an hour or so before the start.  At 1230 on Saturday 5th June Doug Rivers and I were sitting
down in Falmouth to our first mistake... with double helpings!

The forecast for the start was variable 2-3 becoming cyclonic with gusts of 35 knots, becoming windy later
from the north.  Lining up therefore in a yacht of 29ft 6ins at the start of  a race to the Azores (for those
geographically challenged somewhere in mid Atlantic opposite the North African coast) discretion was the
better part of valour and in went two reefs.  Being the smallest boat in the race we were possibly more
manoeuvrable than most, and so with 2 minutes to the gun Doug was still on deck shaking reefs out with me
gybing and going for the pin end – so much for discretion, this was racing!

Perfect start, first away, what would you expect from the sole dinghy representatives in the race out of 48
boats.  Rounding two turning marks allowed a touch of proper racing tactics (sailing wind shifts, being
aggressive, that sort of thing) and which saw us setting off towards our destination leading our class, with
only 1,250nm to go.  The turning marks were designed to take the fleet past the crowds packing Castle Point
where our wives and families were waving furiously.  It wasn’t until some two weeks later that we discovered
that they weren’t there at all; question, why not, and who were we waving at, indeed who was it in the
orange fleece waving at us?

So much for 35 knots, cyclonic yes, it was
coming from all over the place, but approaching
the Lizard there was nothing, indeed we were
facing the way we came.  Very irritating when
you are racing don’t you know.  Definitely not
into this cruising lark yet.  Come late evening
of day 1 however the weather forecast came
true - 35 knots northerly, big waves, rain,
second-hand cream tea everywhere!  Now was
the time for Doug to tell me he hadn’t been
out in anything over a 6 in the boat, all good
reassuring stuff.  We set the storm jib, which
took a while as obviously the halyard was stuck
somewhere given that the halyard had hardly
been pulled before it tightened.  Answer, the
jib really was that small!  At four in the morning
the wind dropped considerably, as did our
speed (to 1 knot), but we left all as was until light when we could see what was what - so much for racing but
at least we were still in one piece.

The trip down to Ponta Del Garda on the island of San Miguel took 10 days.  The wind other than the first
night remained below 25 knots, and one night 8 days out the wind dropped completely.  With another
yacht’s lights in visual we raced the boat right through the hours of darkness only to end up no further away
in the morning, in fact the opposition had taken his main down and retired for the night!  We were both
completely knackered.  Who had it right?

SCOTTISH ROUND-UP
This was Ian Renilson’s season.  It is many years
since one helm has won all of the eight travellers
events in Scotland.  Along the way he collected the
Contender Scottish Championships and the RYA
Scottish Singlehanded Championships.

In total 19 Contenders entered travellers events north
of the border, with a hard core of about seven
enthusiasts doing most of the travelling.  The Scottish
Championships was the best attended event with
13 entries, and the average turnout was down to 6.

It would be remiss of me to end this without recording

that we were all affected by the untimely death of
former Contender sailor David Brockbank who was
diagnosed as suffering from cancer in May and died
in August.  David was one of the sport’s great
enthusiasts.  In addition to his time in the Contender,
David had owned 470’s, Sonata, J24, International
Canoe, and latterly a Boss along with the family
fleet of Toppers and Lasers.  David had an
irrepressible sense of humour, and we will all miss
him.

Stewart Murdoch
GBR 623
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We saw plenty of wild life (Doug coming off watch?) on the way down, particularly dolphins, but when a
hump backed whale, measuring at least 30 metres, blew 25 metres off the starboard side one’s view of nature
changes rather rapidly, certainly the fishing line came in pdq.  Besides, we had caught nothing other than
half a jellyfish to that point in any case.

We ran watch patterns which were fairly flexible during the day with both on deck for most of daylight hours,
switching to one, two, or three hours shifts at night dependent on wind and sea conditions.  Down below,
the boat’s motion and the hum of the hull gave away the fact that we were occasionally surfing at in excess of
11knots – scary stuff.

Having both taken our shore based YachtMaster Ocean exams an element of practical navigation was in
order, using the age old sextant.  In theory the principles of celestial navigation are not too difficult to grasp
but the practicalities are a whole new ball game.  For a start the weather being predominantly cloudy (and
cold would you believe) prevented us seeing the sun whether in the morning, noon (more significantly) or
evening.  On the odd occasion that the sun did come out to play we were to be found on deck cursing like
troopers (me anyway), hard done by the fact that when eventually the sun and horizon were focused and in
line the boat would roll and the main would cover the sun, a cloud would obscure it, or various other factors
would transpire to cock it all up (nothing to do with me naturally).  It took about an hour to decide on my first
position; it didn’t need the GPS to tell me that we were not west of Gibraltar!  We used the GPS to compare
positions – Doug was closest at 10 miles although he contends that the GPS was wrong that day.

Somehow, and true to form, we arrived in Ponta Del Garda on a dead run, kite up, running by the lee in a
force 4, finish, a perfect float drop, via customs into the bar.  We were fifth in class at this half way stage,
behind some out and out racers so were relatively content.

70p for half a litre in the most expensive place, half that elsewhere – heaven.  Everything else was just as
cheap, it was difficult to give the money away.  The facilities at the yacht club were unbelievable: function
room for 300, indoor swimming pool, gym and indoor dinghy storage in nothing short of an aircraft hanger.
Now you know where a goodly proportion of the EC funding has gone.  Being so cheap we considered it our
duty to drink the island dry in the weeklong stopover.  With very able assistance from the rest of the fleet we
failed miserably, but a sterling effort by everyone all the same. One thing you notice about single-handed and
short-handed sailors are that they are all mad.  Contender sailors clearly have a head start.

With some relief, the trip back commenced at 1500 Tuesday 22nd June.  The extent of the week’s binge
showed in the fact that we could not face buying any beer at all for the return voyage; we needed to dry out.
The committee boat end was not the place to be – not because tactically it was the wrong end but it happened
to be a whacking great warship starting us with its massive guns (the noise would have added to the already
acute headache).  The big talking point was east or west away from the island?  After the obligatory turning
mark, the first of the quick boys headed east.  We had already decided to go west, so seeing this we went east
– how’s that for pragmatism - and then headed back west once we were rolled over by a couple of larger
boats – how’s that for decisiveness.  The question was where was the wind going to be: nobody knew, least
of all the local weather experts.  Basically, the 7 day weather maps were wrong; either that or Portuguese
charts are supposed to be read upside down and from right to left - hopeless, therefore nothing for it but to
sail the rhumb line and hope.  Needless to say the only bit that was correct was the prediction of no wind,
and we sailed straight into it.  The overriding feeling was that west was right, but sitting in a hole the

frustrating suspicion was that those going east
must have all the wind.  Unlike on a dinghy
race track you can’t get from one side of the
course to the other, rather you have to pick
your preferred weather system and go with it.
As it transpired we were on the correct side of
the “course” indeed those who went much
further west benefited with wind all the way.
A slow moving depression caught up with us
and, apart from a day or two of headwinds,
gave us downwind sailing most of the way
back to Falmouth, eventually finishing after 11
days at 1400 on Saturday 3rd July to finish 4th
overall.

Highlights of the return trip have to be Doug
trying to catch a turtle with a bucket, me
grabbing a dolphin’s fin whilst hanging from
the pulpit,  and the fog in the Western
Approaches whilst surrounded by traffic.  Fog
for three days and nights on and off is very
wearing, particularly with fishing fleets around

Just good friends and shipmates - that top city accountant, the man we entrust our
funds to, Charlie Baynes (in the hat for those that don’t recognise him), dancing(?)
the night away with Doug Rivers on St Miguel (or is that under the influence of...)
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N/A Stewart Walker 01274 588484 Bradford Sails for Sale: Wavelength, 1992 (2 Years use) £125,
North,1990 (2 Years use) £50, Smith £50

N/A Nick Elliman 01784 438413, 0956 222294 Brand new (still wrapped) wavelength mast minus
rigging for sale. Offers around £350 (£100 off new!)

E-Mail is n.elliman@rhbnc.ac.uk

GBR 240 Andy Bass 01280 706496 Northants Rondar, Proctor Rig, 2 sails, cover, trolly, harness £525

GBR 292 John Kerridge 01326 311719 N/A Rondar, Storrar & Bax, Combi £950

GBR 368 Paul Walker 01202 736704 Dorset Rondar, new proctor mast, Ullman sails, brand new cover,
trolley vgc £950

GBR 360 Mark Power 01273 608472 Brighton (Lancing SC) Rondar, Good Condition, 2 sails, top cover,
combi £1,200

GBR 382 Tony Titcombe 01622 717260 Kent Titcombe Rondar, No Mast, Stored under car port, good
condition, sail, U/O covers, home made combi trailer

£1,300

GBR 396 Chris 0181 3330520 London VGC, 2 Sails (1 Wavelength), 2 Masts (1 Wavelength), 2
sets of foils, combi, U/O Covers. £1,500

GBR 397 Martin Gibson 0973 424614 Cambridge Ridge Composite Hull, Structurally sound, top deck
requires re-varnishing, Proctor Spars, 2 Hyde Sails, Combi
trailer, New Rudder, hull in need of a couple of minor gell
coat repairs, Offers in the region of. £900

GBR 439 Colin Truscott 01872 520586 Cornwall Rondar, Etched Epsilon, Ullman sail, (Combi available)
£1,500

GBR 451 Chris Richard 01835 823470 (South Scotland) 1987 Rondar / Wavelength Rig, Wavelength Sail
1996, mast / rigging 1998, carbon board + spare, progrip,
all new cordage,  Combi Trailer, new 1994. under / over
covers, little used, garaged 360 days / yr. £2,000

GBR 459 Andrew Carter 01903 532597 Worthing Rondar, Wavelength Mast and Sail, 2 Sails, Fixed and Lifting
Rudders, Under and Over Cover, Trolley, Good Condition

£1,500

GBR 472 Robert Diss 01502 583412 N/A Rondar, New Wavelength Rig and Sail, Two other sails
(Ulman & Banks), U/O Cover, Combi, New Centreboard,
must sell, bargain, going abroad. £1,800

GBR 507 Martin Metcalfe 01524 762340 Cumbria Rondar, Wavelength mast/sail, spare sail, trolley/trailer,
U/O cover, lifting rudder, good condition £1,750

GBR 519 Neil Beveridge 01560 485385 Scotland Rondar, Wavelength Rig, 2 spare sails, U/O Cover, Combi,
good condition, fast boat. £1,500

GBR 525 Tommy 01325 726384 Rondar, nearly new Wavelength rig, spare mast and sail,
carbon centre board, offer around ... £1,500

GBR 570 Malcolm Hall 0114 2362061 Sheffield Rondar, Wavelength Rig, Wavelength sail, spare sail,
U/O, Cover, Combi. £2,000

GBR 579 Maurice Clarke 01269 595941 South Wales Ridge/Daniel, Wavelength mast, 2 Ullman sails, Fixed
rudder, covers, combi, revarnished £3,600

BOATS & GEAR FOR SALE...
Boat NoBoat NoBoat NoBoat NoBoat No ContactContactContactContactContact TTTTTelephoneelephoneelephoneelephoneelephone ArArArArAreaeaeaeaea DetailsDetailsDetailsDetailsDetails PricePricePricePricePrice

Continued on next page...

(why always on my watch?) but slowing down was not an option, so kite up, eyes peeled, and trust to luck.
At least we proved there is a God; one game all in the world Chess championship with me in a no hope
position, and about to make it worse, the boat gybed throwing the pieces all over the place – we never did
decide that game.

If anyone gets the chance to have a go at a trip like this take a tip from me.  Go on a fifty footer with a fridge
to keep the steak, beer and wine in; something that will do the trip in no more than 7 days and with central
heating/air conditioning.  The reasons I think speak for themselves!

Charlie Baynes
GBR 645
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GBR 581 Mike Downard 0181 4693812 London Rondar, excellent condition, only sailed 2 seasons, garaged
and not sailed last 3 years, New Fittings, New Mast, New
Boom, New Sail, all totally unused. 2 rudders, combi trailer.

£3,500

GBR 584 Colin Aldred 01944 710349 North Yorkshire Rondar, Wavelength Mast & Sail, Spare North Sail,
Bloodaxe fixed rudder, Top Foil CVee pivoting rudder,
Milanes centreboard, U/O Covers, Compass, Combi

£2,200

GBR 609 Peter Purkiss 01799 541889 Cambridge Smith Composite, formerly Dutch registered No. H151,
excellent condition, new Wavelength mast, good
Wavelength sail plus 2 others, progripped, new under
and over covers, fixed and lifting rudders, combi trailer

£1,650

GBR 612 Geoff Holden 01705 325665 Portsmouth Rondar, Wavelength Rig, 2 Sails, Lifting and Fixed
Rudders, Cover and Trolley, VGC, Bargain Price for quick sale. £2,700

GBR 625 Graham Donkin 01429 867255 N/A Wavelength Hull / Rig, Milanes centre board, Top Foils
fixed rudder, Silva Racing Compass, Top & Under covers, launching trolley and double combi road trailer. £4,100

GBR 630 Mike Craine 01703 483863 Southampton Vinyalester Wavelength hull, wavelength sails (one
brand new) and rig, U/O, covers, fixed rudder, combi
trailer, immaculate condition and ready to race.  Seriously
for sale £4,200

GBR 638 Gary Langdown 01425 274487 Wavelength hull, Wavelength rig, Combi, top cover.
£4,250

GBR 647 Mike Hobin 01865 883392 Oxford Wavelenth Hull, M & W foils, Trolley, Cover, Wavelength
Mast, Sail & Rig, Supplied & Tuned £4,500

GBR 662 Paul Walker 01202 736704 Dorset Bob Hoare Sailboats composite, Ridge Wavelength hull,
decked by Bob Hoare sailboats, new wavelength rig,
Milanes foils. Sailed 15 times from new in Oct 98 £4,950

GBR 667 Paul Walker 01202 736704 Dorset Bob Hoare sailboats Wavelength rig, Milanes foils top
cover, trolley £5,250

DISCOUNT
FERRY TICKETS

UP TO 50% OFF NORMAL FARES
BRITTANY FERRIES France • Spain • UK

HOVERSPEED Belgium • France • UK
MOBY LINE & TIRRENIA LINE Italy

P&O FERRIES France • Spain • Holland • Ireland • UK
P&O STENA LINE France • UK

SEA FRANCE France • UK
SCANDINAVIAN SEAWAYS Denmark • Germany •

Scandinavia • UK
STENA LINE Holland • Ireland • Scandinavia • UK

SWANSEA CORK FERRIES Ireland • UK
BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Contact Richard Buttner: Marne, Upper Rd, Broadlees
Guston, Dover, CT16 1HP Tel/Fax 01304 216194

TOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILS
MIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAUL

48 HOLLINS LANE, HAMPSTHWAITE, NR
HARROGATE, N. YORKS HG3 2EG

TEL: 01423 771821

CUSTOM FOILS BUILT TO THE
HIGHEST STANDARD

Professional Grip Foam Tiller Extensions • Wetsuits •
Drysuits • Buoyancy Aids • Clothing

TO PLACE YOUR SECONDHAND BOAT OR GEAR ON THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT:

ROBERT ALEXANDER - 01628 485199 • E-MAIL: Robert.P.Alexander@ThamesWater.co.uk

IF YOU BUY OR SELL A BOAT, OR ANY EQUIPMENT ON THE LIST, PLEASE TELL ROBERT STRAIGHT AWAY SO THE LIST CAN BE KEPT UP TO DATE.

THE UP TO DATE LIST IS PUBLISHED ON THE CONTENDER WEB SITE http://www.sailing.org/contender/gbr/ 
AND ALSO AVAILABLE FROM CLASS SECRETARY DAVE DAVIES ON 01531 632308

mailto:Robert.P.Alexander@ThamesWater.co.uk
http://www.sailing.org/contender/gbr/
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1ST CHOICE FOR CONTENDERS

The latest version of the sail that has won the last 6 World
Championships - £552.25

SAILS

Fits perfectly with the sail and manufactured in 7000 Series Alloy - Fully fitted,
excluding rigging - £458.25

MASTS

RIGGING Made in our workshop using high quality stainless steel wire and fittings:-
Complete set including halyard ............................................................................. £102.23
Shroud/Trapeze set (Both sides) ............................................................................. £46.00
Halyard (Wire/Rope) ............................................................................................. £23.50
Forestay ................................................................................................................ £14.10
Lower Shrouds (Pair) ............................................................................................. £21.15

Complete Rig Pack - Ideal for home completion boats or complete rig upgrade
Includes Sail, Mast, Full Spec Boom, All rigging and Adjusters, including Cascade Vang and Sta-
masters for Lower shrouds.  Everything above deck in one package at a
SPECIAL PRICE............................................................................... £1295.00

RIG PACK

Top quality breathable polycotton Top Cover ......................................................... £155.10
Heavy Duty PVC Top Cover ................................................................................... £109.27
Nylon Undercover .................................................................................................. £99.88

COVERS

FOILS Milanes Centreboard - Special Spec ....................................................................... £345.00
Milanes Fixed Rudder ........................................................................................... £273.00
Milanes Lifting Blade ............................................................................................ £245.00
Winder Kevlar Stock ............................................................................................. £123.38

ACCESSORIES Wavelength Nappy Harness (S,M,L,) ....................................................................... £75.00
Wavelength Knee Pads ........................................................................................... £17.63
Wavelength Large Trapeze Rings (Each) ................................................................... £5.75
Progrip Non Slip - Sheet (Blue,Grey,Black,Red) ....................................................... £27.00
Silva 103P Compass ............................................................................................. £117.50
Sta-Master Rigging Screws (Each) ........................................................................... £21.15

All prices
include 17.5%

VAT
Carriage

Charged at
Cost

SPARES Superspars B1 Boom .............................................................................................. £88.13
Superspars B1 Boom c/w Outhaul and Big Vang Slide ............................................. 129.25
Cascade Wire Vang ................................................................................................. £34.08
Slot Gaskets (Pair) ................................................................................................... £8.81
Forestay Lever ....................................................................................................... £26.44
Tiller Extension - Alloy ............................................................................................ £26.00
Tiller Extension - Carbon ........................................................................................ £54.05
Gooseneck Assembly ................................................................................................ 25.00
Masthead Sheave Box .............................................................................................. 16.45
Sail Track Lead-in ....................................................................................................... 3.95

WAVELENGTH DESIGNS • UNIT 10 • MITCHELL POINT • HAMBLE • SOUTHAMPTON • SO31 4RF
TEL/FAX: 02380 457417 • E-mail: gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com • WEB SITE http://www.wavelengthdesigns.com

mailto:gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
http://www.wavelengthdesigns.com

